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 The Foundation is dedicated to providing a Writers’ Centre and related community activities at Katharine’s Place, 
the former home of Katharine Susannah Prichard (1883-1969) the internationally celebrated author of 

Coonardoo, Working Bullocks and many other novels, stories and plays. 
 

           
 

 

 

GUIDELINES FOR KSP WRITERS IN RESIDENCE 
(Based on the guidelines provided by the Australian Council) 

 

 

Emerging 
Writers of children’s and young adult literature to have achieved publication of the following: 
- at least three but not more than five literary works under 20,000 words, OR 

- at least one but not more than two literary works of over 20,000 words  
- at least three but not more than five picture books 
 
Writers in all other genres to have achieved publication of the following: 
- at least one but not more than two full-length literary works published or performed, OR 
- have a substantial body of minor published work and be progressed on a first major work for 
publication  
  

Established 
Writers of children’s or young adult literature to have achieved publication of the following: 
- six or more literary works under 20,000 words 
- three or more literary works over 20,000words 
- six or more picture books 
 

Writers in all other genres to have achieved publication of the following: 
- three or more full-length works published or performed 
 
Full-length literary works for adults 
- fiction and literary non-fiction of 30,000 words min 
- poetry collections of 36 pages min 
- theatre scripts of 50 minutes min 
- radio scripts of 25 minutes min 

 

A listed work to have been published by a professional publisher with effective national distribution, or via a 
website, or performed/produced by professional theatre companies or radio stations.  

Self-funded publications can be listed if they have been distributed to all states and territories or via a website, and 
have been reviewed in an established literary journal, major newspaper or nationally-distributed magazine. 

On-line publications must have been subjected to an editorial review process with a named editor or committee. The 
website address must be provided together with a copy of the production’s submission guidelines and contact details of 
an editor. 

Co-authored works can be listed if you are sole author of at least 50% of the work. 

 


